



HONORS DAY WILL Miss Brown Publishes
INCLUDE LECTURE Book °n Printing
On Thursday, March 12, at 4 P. M.
in the Chapel, Honors Day will be ob-
served. The Honor Scholars will be
announced and President Karl Taylor
Compton, of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, will give an address
on the romance of laboratory research.
There will be a procession of facul-
ty, graduate students, and seniors, in
academic dress, and juniors and the
officers of the sophomore and fresh-
man classes. Other members of the
college are asked to take seats in the
Chapel; those taking part in the pro-
cession will meet in Founders Hall, or,
if the weather is stormy, in the base-
ment of the Chapel, by 3:50 P. M.
Senate Makes Changes
In Number Of Rulings
history of its making. The book
pears in smooth and finished foi
the reader rarely realizes the adv




On Wednesday, February 25, in the
Ait Lecture Room, Professor Clarence
Ward of Oberlin gave an illustrated
lecture on French Cathedrals.
Mr. Ward first set the stage for his
discussion by presenting in brief sum-
mary the artistic, political and social
;he Middle Ages. In
discussion of the cathedrals
limited his talk to
Miss Emily C. Bro
|
lessor of Economics, has recently sent
to the publishers her book entitled,
|
The Book and Job Printing Industry
of Chicago; A Study of Organization
of Employers and their Relations with
Labor. Although it is a new book still
in the hands of the University of Chi-
cago Press, it already has a past, in the
story of its making.
Let those who go down into the
depths over the novel course take
semester. Miss Brown was a member
of the Research Department of the
national trade association, The United
Typothetae of America, as far back as
1920. There she gained an intimate
knowledge of the printing industry and
began acquaintance with the subject
matter of her book. It was in 1925,
however, that she actually began work
(Continued on Page 8. Col. 1)
Committee On Junior Month
Asks Candidates To Sign
Chartre
.
Amiens, and Rheims, as repre- The Junior Month Committee is now
of three stages in the devel- beginning its search for a new candi-
UlJlVlt'llt of structure and sculpture. date for this year! This month in
The athedrai oi Notre uame at New York is offered by the Charity
Chartre shows, in its great tympanum, Organization Society of New York to
a trail ition from Romanesque to one girl in the Junior class of each
Gothic. The subjects of the various of the twelve leading girls' colleges of
sculptur s in the doorway and in the the East. It is devoted to an earnest
scenes from the life of the study of the realities of social work.
Virgin.
per, wei
the judgment, the Last Sup-
e indicative of the story-inter-
Together the girls visit institutions
est whi h was an important function the Medical Center, Settlement Houses
of the cathedrai decorations. and many others. They meet and
In the beautifully graceful cathedral talk with well-known leaders of the
The Model League of Nations As-
sembly of New England will meet here
Friday and Saturday, March 6 and 7.
Friday afternoon from 3 to 5 there will
be .simultaneous meetings of the six!
Commissions in Founders Hall. Friday
Hall there will be a dance for delegates
j
to the Model League. Saturday the
:
Assembly will meet in Alumnae Hall :
from 9:15 to 12:30, and from 1 :30 to 3:30. i
The Chapel Speaker on Sunday,
March 8, will be Professor Rufus M.
Jones of Haverford College, Haverford,
Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Hawes of the Art Department'
will lecture on the sculptures of the
|
Parthenon Monday, March 9, in thej
Lecture Hall of the Art Museum.
Different types of secretarial work
and their relation to business oppor-
tunities will be described by three Wel-
lesley College alumnae, Helen Sworms-
tedt Mansfield, 1918, Mary E. Ladd,
1927, and Rosamund Barney. 1923. The
meeting is on Tuesday, March 10th. at
4:40 in Z. A. House. Tea at 4:15.
Professor Emma P. Carr, head of the
Chemistry Department of Mount Hol-
yoke College, will give a lecture on
Some Deductions from the Study of the
Absorption Spectra, March 11, at 4:30.
the Senate on Feb-
ons reached. It was
The following changes in the calen-
ar for the spring were made:
Honors Day March 12
Orchestra Concert May 7
Song Competition May 5
Last Step singing May 26
Meetings of Department
Club moved to May 8 from May 22
<Ctmli)t;icd on Page 4, Col. 4)
Juniors In Spain Combine
Study With Valuable Trips
DANCING FOLLOWS
BARN SPRING EVENT
On Saturday, March 14. Barnswallows
Association will present, as its Spring
Informal program, a competition be-
class is planning to give a one-act play
directed by a girl from the class. This
spring Barn promises a handsome
trophy as reward for the winning play.
; dancing after the plays.
Reports from the Wellesley College
girls who are spending their Junior]
of
Smith College, give every evidence ofj
the success of the experiment in thej
first year of its inauguration. The'
group composed of Marie Linehan, i
Helen McLaughlin, Sylvia Breck and !
Bernice Foster spent the month of
;
August in preliminary study in San-
tander, a summer resort on the north-
For those interested m oaniung a
field trip has been arranged to the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, on
Wednesday, March 11th. The number
is limited to 20 students. Those who
wish to go must register at the Person-
nel Bureau by March 9th.
been rightly known
of prophecy. Here,
ception of the Virgin-
likeness becomes more
ler, than at Chartres.
of Amiens is also of
and more graceful type.
In the cathedral of Notre Dame a
Rheims, certainty of intercession rath
er than fear of judgment becomes, Mr
Ward pointed out, the keynote to th
subject of the sculptures. Thus th
Virgin takes the central place in tin
great doorway, while the Judgment 1
relegated to the sides. In this cathe
dral, the last which Mr. Ward's limite<
time permitted him to discuss, we sav
a drawing together of sculptural in
fluences. Rheims has been considerec
the national cathedral of France— 1<
city such as R. W. de Forest, presi-
dent of the C. O. S.; W. K. Gifford,
president of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and vice pres-
ident of the Society; Commissioner of
Labor, Frances Perkins; G. W. Kuchwey,
former warden of Sing Sing; Portes
K. Lee, director of the N. Y. School
of Social Work; Lawson Purdy of the
gentle ! (Continued on Page 7, Col!. 2 & 3)
Christian Romance Subject
Of Recent Shop Club Talk
The Romance of Barlaam and]
Joasaph was the subject of the talk
j
given by Miss Sirapie Der Nersessian,
of the Department of Art, at a meeting
of Shop Club on last Thursday even-
;
ing, at Horton House.
The roman
Drna Lavery, and since St-pit-mber
iey have been located in Madrid.
They are enrolled in the University
id the Centro de Estudios Historicos,
;tics, History of Literature, History of
aain, and History of Art. Additional
given under
dents are enrolled in a course in the
Instituto Frances given under auspices






dancing after a program of Informals.
The plays chosen reveal interesting
variety. The Junior play, directed by
Janet Rosenthal, is to be Lord
Dunsany's well-known A Night at an
Inn. This may prove an experiment
worthy of Eva Le Gallienne and her
players, since the play contains only
men's parts. Lillian Libman, '33, has
chosen The Boor by Chekhov as the
Sophomores' presentation. The inter-
est of this, in contrast to the exciting
plot of the Dunsany play, is chiefly in
(Continued on Page 2, CoZ. 2)
Non-Conformity Advocated
In Talk By Henry Cadbury
«'.'•'' t;,i t i ,<nd I In- Kingdom? oi
M'-n \x:> -ivui in) Monday evening,
March 2. at Alumnae Hall by Professor
Henry Cadbury of Bryn Mawr. Pro-
fessor Cadbury treated the subject from
the standpoint of the dual play of these
forces in the thoughts and actions of
Taking as his text the words of Paul
in a letter to the Romans, "Be not con-
formed, but be ye transformed," Pro-
fessor Cadbury showed the part that
non-conformity takes in the applica-




Art Of Romantic Gardening
Composition, read a paper on "Ro-
mantic Landscapes" before a group of
Botany students and other interested
people. Miss Manwaring is an author-
ity on this subject, her book
Italian Landscape' In Eighteenth Cen-
tury England having been published
in 1925. Miss Manwaring pictured
vividly the romantic movement of the
eighteenth century as it expressed it-
self in gardening tastes. Her talk was
illustrated with slides made from plans
Middle Ages; it is
to be a Christian transposition oi
life of Buddha made about the ;
Miss Der Nersessian showed minia-
tures in Byzantine manuscripts, dating
from the eleventh to the sixteenth cen-
turies, which illustrated her talk on
this Christian Romance of the Middle
>rial, where twenty of Spain's f
Kings and Queens lie buried;
(Continued on Page 2. Col. 3)
Speaker Traces Growth Of
Christian Kingdom Of God
mil
Boston Man Will Address
Book Collectors' Gathering,
_
books, you will be welcome at an infer- or the
'
; alluring to be held at the terprel
P1
'i Sigma house on Wednesday eve- and di
"tag. March 11, at a quarter before in Pai
e'Eht o'clock. Mr. Zoltan Harasztl. reactit
editor of the monthly publication of of plB
'he Boston Public Library. More like thl
Boots, will be present at the meeting had been a formally constructs
to open the discussion on the general for social gatherings: it bed
subject of book collecting. {Continued on Page 8. Col
the
ent. In designers as well
s of landscape there was
tgainst the classic regular:
Seniors
This senior gift is
able the class to s
which the Society
for those members of the class who
have needed help during the course
of their college career. The Society
has loaned and given to the class of
1931 almost $20,000, and the class
should therefore make every effort
to make its gift as generous as pos-
sible. Each member of the senior
class will be approached during the
week of March 9, and it is urged
that it be remembered that this
offers an opportunity ir I he class
>sponsibility
aid the So-
i ).. W. m:i. .!., . . j.t:: . . P
.
Professor George La Piana of Harvard
i
University gave the second in a series I
of lectures sponsored by the Biblical
History Department. Professor La
Piana spoke on The Kingdom of God '
in Early Christianity and Augustine's
City of God.
The early Christians inherited from
Judaism a rigid monotheism together
with the lofty moral teaching of the
Hebrews. Their ethics had much in
common with philosophical schools of
the type of the Stoics, but they lacked
,
a definite religious element which is
essential to ethics. The Christian re-
ligion assumed at an early period the
character of a system of morals. Stres-
;
sing self-effacement, it appealed to the
j
]
poor and downtrodden classes, although ,
the early doctrine, the groups of fol-
lowers believing that Jesus was soon to
come to inaugurate the kingdom of
God and that a direct intervention of
heaven would bring about this change.
Since "the Kingdom of God was at
(Continued on Page 5. Col. 2)
The ability of religion to change it-
self, meanwhile preserving its funda-
mental ideas, is one of the things
which, in Professor's Cadbury's opin-
The Bible is itself an evidence of this
fact. Many of the teachings of *he
prophets and of Jesus, and many of
the religious experiences of such great
figures as Job and Paul of Tarsus
testify to the force that comes from
this ability of religion to raise itself
irmity applied to daily ex-
Is, Professor Cadbury re-
a struggle with social
Applied more specifically
American life, it brings up
between













ton's birthday vacation, and that
combined with the fun of looking down
at, in and on Prom has made him
rather dislike the ordinary hard work
of snooping, or rather peregrinating,
around campus for news. He had, how-
vacation, in the League of Nations,
and so enjoyed going to meetings on
that subject in order to become even
more interested in the Model League
which is to meet at Wellesley.
THE spring spirit is in the air! There
is almost a hint that graduation,
Tree Day, and such things are near,
for Perry has been reading Cap and
Gown notices, and items announcing
tryouts for Tree Day.
Wellesley undergrad-
uates. They were assisted by Ellen




PERRY has just heard one :
teresting story concerning
ber of the Wellesley faculty,
ber of the department of
shortly after editing the Modern Read-
ers' Series of Marius the Epicurean, wa;
horrified to find herself mentioned, ir
a critical magazine article, as the au-
thor of said Marius the Epicurean.-
This might, thinks Perry, be recom-
mended as one of the short cuts tc
girls, but one of the strangest was the
leaving, presumably by some Welles-
leyite, of one shoe in the mud along
the path leading from Tower to Agora.
Could it have been some politically
minded damsel, overly interested in the
recent Agora debate, who preferred
leaving her shoe stuck in the mud to
missing a moment of the controversy?
Perry regrets that no murder or lesser
crime has been committed recently, for
he feels sure that he would make a
wily detective, and that it would be
quite entertaining to trace the Welles-
ly Cinderella by her slipper. This, at
least, would be more fun than the
usual routine of pressman work.
he most astute readers
J"" wiU detect a tone of bitterness in
some of Perry's remarks? This is not
without cause. He is, in the first place,
rather mournful at the sight of the
old Ad building being slowly torn to
bits—he would prefer seeing it demol-
ished at one fell swoop, and besides,
when he went to mail a laundry box
the other day, the window was shut
down, and a general air of ruin and
desertion prevailed.
IN addition, he cut a class on a
Calendar day, and as he forgets
to sign in the little notebook, he has
to go around campus with a string tied
around his finger, to remind himself,
and he feels very conspicuous.
Nina Tucker








Ellen Craftes and Frances Donnell
Prelude in F sharp minor
Prelude in B fiat major Chopin
Nancy Nichols











the sanction of the little
sign on the abandoned Ad
Building door, there has been sport on
the lake—
n
ot skating and h ckey, bu
ice boating that delight of the village
^rlioolbovs Who said spring?




, continue* TrZlw 1. Col. 5) '' DR- COPELAND MERRILL
—
—
Well«l.y Sq. Phone 190! '
question
F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
Wei. 1212-M
With this arises then that of
the rivalry between the Kingdom of
God and the Kingdoms of Men. Ac-
cording to the views of Professor Cad-
bury, much of this rivalry has been
eliminated in modern society by a Colonial Bldg
merging of the two ideas, the one of
an unseen world, and the other of a DR pAUL E EVERETT
seen world, into a single ideal
With this ideal governing hi;
the modern non-conformist
the present and not to the fut
the days to come. Thus he i
This does not mean that the non-con-
formist is eccentric, nor that he is a
heretic. It simply means, according to
Professor Cadbury, that he is a con-
scientious observer of his own ideals,
In this <
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST




3 the wrong, but
also real constructive work in elimi-
nating the evils of modern society.
In closing, Professor Cadbury re-
,
marked that the dangers incurred by i
non-conformity are few and apply >
more distinctly to the individual than
to society as a whole. Everyone, in his
|
opinion, should have a City of God,
an ideal toward which he conducts!
his whole life, Whether or not this
City does exist is not the thing that
matters; what is really important is








week-end. He, in company with five
or six Wellesley girls, had taken the
Sunday night train which stops at Wel-
lesley. and had asked the porter to
wake him. This
general agitation exactly four minutes
before the train pulled into the sta-
tion. Two of the girls had managed
to get dressed, but the rest were forced
to ride into Boston and then back to
Wellesley on another train—decidedly
annoying after a hard and busy week-
AST Saturday afternoon six pupils
J of Miss Blanche Brocklebank pre-
nted a program of pianoforte music
Wesleyan Hall, Boston, among their
ALUMNAE NOTES
ENGAGED
"29 Blanche Eleanor Sweet to Mr.
Gordon Farrand Rogers, Mass. Inst, of
MARRIED
'24 May de Forest to Mr. Oliver'
Hiram Payne, February 28.
'28 Katharine Slocum to Mr, Benton
Brooks Owen, February 26.
BIRTHS
'27 To Marion Fowler Hunt, a sec-
ond child, Roger Browne, January 31.
'29 To Elizabeth Parks Killian, a
daughter, Caroline Makepeace
DEATHS
'12 Mrs. Charles Da 1
Helen I. Davis, February 22.




character, and in light, amusing satiri-
zation of Russian types. Adra Armi-
tage, '34, will coach the Freshman play
Wurzel Flummery, one of A. A. Milne';
flights of fancy.
The casts of the plays are as follows:
For A Night at an Inn—
A. E. Scott-Fortescue (the Toff)
Elizabeth
William Jones Mildred Adell
Albert Thomas Elizabeth Keith
Jacob Smith (Sniggers)
Violet-Page Koteen
First Priest of Klesh Elizabeth Pond
Second Priest of Klesh Virginia Wood
Third Priest of Klesh Elise Davis
Klesh Marjorie Foster
For The Boor—





Mrs. Crawshaw Ruth Bergesi
Viola Bernice
Richard Meriton Marian Johnson
Denis Clifton Katharine Grubbs
Toledo, Salamanca Segovia, Barcelona
and other points of interest in the
,
surrounding provinces. Supplementary
valuable orientation into the histor-
ical and cultural phases of Spanish life
of the past as well as of the present,
i The Residencia de Senoritas in whose
dormitories the group is located forms
engaged in intellectual pursuits. Such
association affords great opportunity
for the forming of intimate relation-




H. J. SE1LER CO.
Caterers since 1873
en in Boston dine at Setters
200 Boylston Street
38 Park Square
g>fjop of Barbara <§orbon
Gifts of Charm and Distinction
FOR SHOWERS and
ENGAGEMENT PARTIES
«.-J Central SI reel Tel. Wei. 1814-W or R
&fje plue Bragon
' CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.







Cleverly made to look like
blouses by softly ruffled ja-
bots, by eyelet batiste col-
lars, by knife pleated jabots.
Retaining all the soft knit-
ted charm of sweaters. In
grey blues, baby blues,





with a pleat and
a flare
$3
Skirts that settle the pleat
versus flare question by
having both. Small stitched
down pleats combine with
slight flares to give a low
placed fullness. Worn with
the blouses, they make an
ideal outfit. Ashes of roses,




Oriental Goods from Japa
F. H. PORTER
HARDWARE STORE
Paints and Electric Supplies
NEXT TO THE BANK
I. SEZAK
New Meeting Hall For League of Nations at Geneva
LEAGUE LOOKS BACK





January 10, 1920, with thirteen nation
members, it has developed today into
a powerful world organization with a
membership of fifty-four nations, the
United States, Russia, and Turkey be-
The purpose of the League as stated
in the preamble of the Covenant is "to
promote international cooperation and
to achieve international peace and se-
curity." Its organization consists of an
Assembly, meeting once a year, a Coun-
cil holding quarterly meetings, and a
Secretariat to look after Civil Service
work. But while the Assembly and the
Council meet only at set intervals,
technical organizations and Permanent
Advisory Bodies, appointed by the As-
sembly and Council, carry on contin-
uously the work of the League. Through
much work of permanent value has
been accomplished.
By the time the First Assembly of
the League met, late in 1920, the thir-
teen members of the preceding January
ever, the League seemed to be in a
cul-de-sac at Geneva, restricted to
humanitarian or minor problems. Its
first years, as a result, were occupied
with organization and method; tech-
nical, humanitarian, and subsidiary
A turning point came with Locarno
in 1925. The following year Germany
formally entered the League and at
the same time Sir Austen Chamberlain,
British Foreign Minister, decided to
attend all Council sessions in person.
The French and German ministers,
Messrs. Briand and Stresemann, imme-
diately followed suit. Since then, Coun-
cil meetings have become quarterly
meetings of principal foreign states-
men of the utmost importance in dis-
cussing and adjusting world political
problems.
tion of peace is the reiterated purpose
ambitious and world-encompassing pro-
gram was attempted and in part sue-
ceeded in the last decade. It consisted,
!
briefly, of the prevention of war
through mediation; the organization
of peace through arbitration, security
and disarmament, that inseparable trin-
j
ity; through development of cooper-,




Such a program is breath-taking yet
much of it has been carried out since
1920. Eighteen political disputes have
been referred to and settled by the
League through mediation, one of them
between Bulgaria and Greece, after war
had begun. Arbitration, security, and
disarmament have been thoroughly
studied and discussed. Locarno with
its pacts of mutual assistance has
helped, and at the close of 1930 the
Preparatory Commission for the World
Disarmament Conference announced
February, 1932, as the definite date for
that long anticipated conference.
Financial work has been substantial
and thorough. Starting in the early
days with the Brussels Conference, it
has developed through a series of nine
reconstruction loans and studies of gen-
field of economics has recently come
to the fore. In 1927, the World Eco-
nomic Conference was held, and in 1929
proposals for a Customs Truce and a
United States of Europe were made.
Perhaps the most technical of all
League activities has been in the field
of communication and transits. There
a great deal of a practical nature has
been accomplished. European tourists
should especially thank the League in
this line, since great reductions have
This body is always at Gi-'iiwa
The
has been greatly simplified.
Lastly, the League has done much
for world health and has handled dan-
ger spots in the most widely separated
parts of the globe. Opium and the
white slave traffic, too, are gradually
being restricted by the League.
The field of League activities has been
immense. It is indeed a world organ-
ization dealing on a consequently gi-
gantic scale. "The first period of or-
ganization, experimentation, and emer-
gency action," says Arthur Sweetser,
"is over; the second of fulfillment and
development is at hand. The decade
of the League of Nations just past will
undoubtedly become known as the pe-





On Tuesday afternoon. February 24.
Miss Elizabeth Stevenson of the Depart-
ment of Economics gave the second of
a series of lectures on the League of
Nations. This talk continued the ex-
planation of the League and its func-
tion begun two weeks ago by Miss
Overacker.
When the League first came into
being, the necessity for such an or-
ganization and the effectiveness of its
procedure were constantly questioned.
When the League began, it had the
colossal task of cleaning Europe, mak-
ing itself a permanent organization,
and of maintaining the future peace
of the world. To make its undertak-
ings doubly difficult, its significance had
to be forced upon a world that had just
emerged from war, when all countries
had an acute sense of nationality.
To make her discussion more ex-
plicit and to indicate the nature of
the questions that the League consid-
ers, Miss Stevenson read selections
from the Official Report of the Assem-
bly of the League for its eleventh meet-
ing, which took place last fall, while
the Council then convened for the
sixtieth and sixty-first time. The As-
sembly was opened by the acting Presi-
dent of the Council of the League, who
stressed the necessity for "identity of
views as to our joint obligations." The
main problems of the session were the
organization of peace ar
likewise divided up into sections, the
members of which have special knowl-
edge of their subject. Expert opin-
ion from anywhere in the world may
be used at any time. Among the di-
visions of the Secretariat are commit-
tees for the discussion of Economics
and Finance, Health, and Transit.
Miss Stevenson has been at Geneva
when the League was in session and
she illustrated her lecture with remi-
niscences of that time. Both French
and English are used for official lan-
guages, all remarks being translated
from one tongue to another. The dele-
gates are all arranged alphabetically.
so there is no partiality shown.
At the last session arrangements
were made that aircraft and motors al-
ways get to the League regardless of
VOWELS INCREASE
WOES OF SPELLING
Spelling would be far easier to learn
and to teach if it were not for the
hazards offered by
vowels, "a," "e," "i," and
alone presents relatively few
according to an analysis of common er-
the New York Times.
27B Central Street
interests of international peace, the
League has money to lend to countries
who are not prepared for war. Health,
especially diseases of the East, such
as plague and cholera, was considered-
France offered to start an Internation-
al Health Institute in Paris. To fa-
cilitate the study of the statistics
worked out which can be used as a
standard. A recent action of the
League, that of lending money to Greek
refugees who returned from Turkey,
was reported to have worked out suc-
The (
Stevenson concluded her lecture by say-
ing that the reports of the Assembly
of the League of Nations from year
to year show evolution, and progres-
sion from the realms of theory into
more specific and practical fields.
MODEL LEAGUE HAS
FOUR YEAR HISTORY
Model League of Nations, the
previously held all discussed the
hree subjects: disarmament, ar-
The that
the interrelations of national policies
had now become a recognized fact.
For the sake of accuracy and simplic-
ity, the work of the League is divided
up into committees, each of which pur-
country sends delegates to each com-
The League is organized
s really a
international civil service.
ion to the three main topics dis-
j
cussed there was also held an Inter-
national Economic Conference modeled !
after the one which met in Geneva in
j
1927. The second assembly of the
Model League met at Mount Holyoke
in April 1929. This meeting added to
the regular procedure a model confer-
ence of the International Labor Or-
ganization. The third session of the
Model League was held at Yale in
April, 1930. where the chief subject for i
discussion was the Monroe Doctrine.
In its organization and development
the Model League of Nations has been
given support and encouragement by
several outstanding people interested
in student organizations and in stu-
dent activities. Among others are Sir
Herbert Ames, who is connected with
the Foreign Policy Association, and
A Princeton Gateway Club Pin on
,
Thursday, February 26. bearing the
[
initials J. H. S. If found please re-
turn to Alta Wiggins, 502 Cazenove. |
Where Are You Going
For Your Spring Vacation?
CEDAR HILL
O
Special Sunday Night Supper
Seventy-five Cents
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
For Rent, $5.00 per Annum and up
The Wellesley National Bank
Capital $200,000 Surplus $350,000
—BERMUDA
EASTER
Roses, Lilies, Turquoise Ocean,
Coral Beaches, Bicycle Picnics,
Sailing Parties—and above all
SMITHS'
^erflowing with FRENCH PERFUME
nd EUROPEAN WEARABLES —
ALL REASONABLE IN PRICE
Please ask at the office of this newspaper for the
"KEY TO BERMUDA"
H. A. & E. SMITH, Ltd.
Hamilton, Bermuda
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS FREE PRESS COLUMN
WELLESLEY, MASS., THI IRSDAY, MARCH 5, 1931
o) the author. Initials or numerals
MAEIe"" MAYER. 1931 BUSINESS STAFF
will be used if the writer so desires.
MARJORIE CLICKSMAN, 1931 Business Manager selves responsible for opinions and
ALICE K."p1rKE.'"i9" .MARGARET C. STEVENS. 193
<;/atcmcnts in Uus column.
Contributions should be in the










H1 I' Ser! l'l 1 Editor's Note: We have received an
'
-'k P. LANDAUER. lHIHl unsigned Free Press from a member of
1933 about the criticism of the senior
IS \l:EI ill AXrn.l. 1'J :
is MIK! 1.IIK1 ICH. r.i; in general. Since the News does not
L. ELIZABETH MEADER. 1)11
JANE W. PHILBRICK. 1932
publish anonymous letters, will the au-
NELLIE L. WEIL, 1933 FRANCES BECKER. 1933 jublish it. please reveal her name to the
As»»t«nt B'P° r'"»



















' To the Wellesley College News:
The letter in the Free Press column
Collate News. Wclle.ley, Ma.s. of last week's News, challenging the
Entered as second-class mutter. October 10. 1919. at the Post Office at Welleslcy Br;
Boston. Mass., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for nullum at special
!'.'!. present system of self-help, suggests a
ol postae. provided lor in section 1103. Act o f October 3. 1917. author!**! October 30. 919.
certain shallowness of reasoning, as
Welcome
We have felt for a long time that there
is something demoralizing in a system
fa
if'seen,s to be inherent in human
--: which does not abide by the rule it lature that some few individuals are
pivsrllt, by the William and Mary
'!!u"!'!!u
Club
condemn the efforts of
GOAL
club of another college,
e to us in some manner If, while in youth
as our g est. to the extent of acknowl- We crave to adventure,
edging t at "t lere were some moments "Tis only 'cause later
that were endu •able" seems to me whol- Comes senile dementure.
ly unjustifiabl The ultimate end
To the
I ca
ment for honest, frank Of being at college
present at the play and enjoyed it. I Not abstracted knowledge:
do not l ;o infer that I thought Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth.
the productioi
an«' th s would be impossible. But
All we seek is an Antony
,




the audience I Fraternity, non-fraternity,
funny" lines Leave u.s quite unpassified.
of internationalism,
.:i j-;:-:! hllJh-^UUlKiing, i>I
world peace and friendly
tween government and government, it
is with eagerness that we seize upon
every opportunity for enlightenment.
Sluggish though we may appear in our
perusal of newspapers, uninformed
though we may feel ourselves to be on
political questions, we are at least con-
scious of our sluggishness, of our ig- I
us what should prove an adequate
j
stimulus even for our abnormally high
threshold. We welcome, therefore, the
Assembly of the Model League of Na-
j
tions as the long-sought elixir of life, ;
the philosopher's stone which will i
rouse, at our very touch, our placid:
minds to fiery controversy and even, if
such things can be, to sane and logical
reasoning on topics of world impor-
tance. With hopes ever sanguine, we
hail the advent of this weekend's ac-
j
tivities as the dawn of a new era, of an
;
age of new enlightenment, new in-
But we should not wish to suggest.
in our enthusiasm for goodly realms
and kingdoms yet to conquer, that those
kingdoms have been entirely beyond
our ken. We welcome the Assembly of
the Model League as well for its ful-
fillment of interests already aroused as
for its suggestion of new problems.
We welcome the Assembly as a vehicle
whereby we may impart to others such
opinions as we have formed, whereby
we may enlarge and reshape those
opinions in accordance with the views
of other students. We welcome the As-
sembly again, even more heartily, when
we consider its subject for this year;
for the Briand plan is familiar even to
the most ignorant of us as a question
provocative of keen curiosity and vary-
ing opinion.
And we welcome the Assembly of the
Model League, finally, a
means of intercollegiate contact,
greet the delegates to our campus,
a pleasant sojourn in Wellesley, and
hope that for them and for us
tm's'tiims at Alumnae will prove a v:
able and permanent asset, not onh
the political information they will :
nish, but in the acquaintances \
which they will provide us among
neighbors
lays down; the objection has
cently emphasized because oJ
system of quality points instituted with
j the class of 1934.
I
Although we think that the demand
I on the Freshmen should be lightened
I in their first semester, new conditions
being difficult and adaptation being
agree in principle with the aims of the
new plan. We believe that to enforce
C work is to make no unreasonable
whom college is supposed to mean cer-
ecognized this fact,
stand why those who exhibit .inability
>r unwillingness to maintain these
allowed to continue their
n with the college. We realize
abolish probation would be
or there may always be
.sufficiently unprincipled to take advan-
tage of aid to which they are not en-
titled. Nevertheless, the fact remains,
and can not be altered, that many stu-
dents in college are in real need of
financial assistance and must be helped.
Is it fair to judge all by one or two?
It can hardly seem lack of principle
when one realizes the number of girls
who consider the aid a loan and pay
back after college, bit by bit.
I might further suggest the danger
: criticizing on the basis of appearance
: you that a fur coat may be a gift
om a generous friend.
Ella Poland.
Chairman of Senior Students'
the object of the play wa:
tain and amuse, and from
of laughter (in which I c
"disappointment") from
I think that its purpose was accom- i Athletes, vm -sec
plished, ' On pro or not;
In defense of the English accenting | Men—rot!
which has been so strongly derided as But after all,
"at best, a feigned accent^-super-im- j Could we do with
posed on and mingled with a slight A telephone call
southern accent and enunciated in or two?
cockney," I can only say that the critic) (Tney pay ogden
stuff.)
attended the play
! of i that
the
to 1
of the administration. It is un
the girl because it encourasifs
stay in a place where, because
capacity or disinclination, she dc
belong, where, therefore, she is
ing her time. It is unjust to tt
of t
poor girl who thereby steps to the
heights of great luxury while other
long-suffering impecunious friends sub-
sist on a much lower level and deny
from the college seems
lite fair. It has never
cooperative house experience '
college wished to maintain in t
stitutions houses for paupers '.
the audience. Sing a song of Wellesley girls
1933 With muscles in their arms,
Of codfish balls and wat'ry soup,
And midnight fire-alarms,
A FREE PKESS FOR FREE PRESSES Of Henry P. and Testaments
_,_. And other Sophomore pet lament
To the Wellesley College News: °f gym and math and phl1 and
Until one gets blue in the face one 0f beretSj oxfords, and raccoon.'
can flood the News with Free Presses
, 0f bells at corning, night, and nc
and—accomplish nothing. But with of rnvmes that trite and trlter
hope springing eternally in our idealistic And sjnce of this it must be so
_
iiraris we respectfully surges I -perhaps \ye >\\ stop.
these expressions "I -tudeut opinion.
I'liere exists no other good medium for
expression of student opinion except. '--
painstaking petitions. We can not af- There is a ballad sung
ford time or money in sending tele- That Percy did not kn
grams or letters of complaint to the j 'Tis a strange, strangi
administration or organizations under lesley maid
criticism, as do good United States And the demon knowr
BALLAD
of old
pletely offsets the effect of demanding
more quality points by facilitating dis-
regard of this requirement.
If Wel-
the finest of the country's colleges and
universities, we do not see how it can
allow numbers of poor students to drag
along through
torment, till finally,
effort, they just manage to squeeze
were the purpose, the college has every
opportunity to refuse aid to avaricious
i
applicants, as every girl is required to
present a record of income and expen-
ditures before being admitted to the
scholarship or cooperative house lists.
I should like to ask my classmate to
reconsider
:
How many girls in Freeman and
Norumbega are able to maintain a
of luxury above that of any
girls in the college? How many
in constitute that group of "the
dressed girls in college"? Does
ur to her that trips abroad may
Washington, The most
hopefully awaiting eitl
tion or a change. We i
our Free Presses have
to the point to merit




which is now being raged over the aca-
demic standards maintained for us by
the administration, we feel that it
might be well to add our opinion to that
of the other members of the college.
Shall li
We w
Debate? had been laid to rest for ever i
with the vanished pomps of
yesterday. It was then supposed that
Wellesley possessed no interest in the
art of Demosthenes; it was proved last
|
week that Wellesley does possess such I
an interest, and a very lively one. That
|
proof, appearing at a time when Smith
and Vassar have just joined the New i
England league of debating, is pro-
1
vocative of thought—and perhaps of
be given, tha
may enable a
fashion without great expenditure?
Perhaps the few inmates of cooperative
houses whom she has attacked are
merely the more enterprising of the
college's less wealthy members. Perhaps
their willingness to work in a cooper-
ative house is indicative of more real
fiber than the willingness of some oth-
ers to deny themselves what they might
otherwise have were they not too proud
,
openly to join the ranks of the poor but
j
ambitious. What of those who accept
scholarships from the college and live
in Tower Court, thereby being able to
wear three-dollar stockings, eat at
Seller's, own fur coats, enjoy trips to
New York and abroad, and still escape
the criticism of those who desire the
poor girls to be not only poor but with-








As out the fcrain did pulL
Alpha Kappa Chi
[2 ;
She heaved a sigh and in he
Alpha Kappa Chi ]
She Iaid hep d0Wn to sleeP ;
Rules Are Altered
.






(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
The subject of chaperons was brought
up with emphasis on the fact that loss
of chaperon privileges is complete and
applies to Wellesley chaperons as well
as outside ones. Furthermore, chap-
erons must be Alumnae of five years
standing or persons of corresnondinu
ii.im
.
You thus should dare to brave tt
Of the terrible demon Pro?"
She slumbered on, she listened not:
The consequence now see:
j
Prom sixteen have her credit points
Diminished been to three.
Several oilier subjects i
It this is a ballad sung of old,
discussed. It must admitted be










Agora Semi-Open was especially
ilmost extinct in Welleslev. dial
Dating. The society during the
has been doing some study of
n Russia, and a debate on thei
of Russia'
was indeed a uell-chos




THE MAN IN' POSSESSION the recognition of Russia,
ful. The short play which concluded
the program gave dramatic support to
I
he piesent production of the Pro- the defense of Russia f
essional Players is The Man in Posses- the beneficent results
ion. now playing at the Plymouth regime in the life of
[heater. I Yvonne Smith as the i
The play is an amusing comedy of much to make the scene
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Today, tomorrow, and Saturday the
Community Playhouse will show The
Right to Love, screened from Susan
Glaspell's Brook Evans. In this pic-
ture, Ruth Chatterton plays the triple
part of a young girl, who, when her
iHT
up to be the mot her ol a marriageable
daughter; and the daughter, torn be-
tween the advice of a wise mother and
a righteous father. Paul Lucas is the
man whom the
lowing the impli
last message. In the cast are als
David Manners, George Baxter, ani
Irving Pichel. The second picture wil
be Renegades, with Warner Baxtei







by the rest of th
; of the progran
of the
K. P..
During t le visit of his hmiiiv
fiancee, and during the call of a
assistant. Raymond takes matte
bis own hands, disposes of £
delight-
diee Dnei Miller'- rite Princess and
the Plumber, with Charles Parrell,
Maureen O'Sullivan, and H. B. Warner,
will be shown on Monday, Tuesday unit
n-r.x-, . »,„„ __ Wednesday. This is an altogethei de-SPEAKER TRACES lightful tale of a young engineer who
KINGDOM OF COD
;




— the daughter of the owner, after several
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4) amusing misunderstandings. The Gang
: Buster, with Jack Oakie playing the
hand" political and social aspects of
: title 10le
'
wil > be the second feature.
life meant nothing to the Christians. OUlels of importance in the cast of
The Kingdom of God had a doubtful lnis P'eture are Jean Arthur and Wil-
implication in the Gospels. Onlv the liam B° 5,ci
Colonial













if is most amusing.
Isabel Jeans platfs the part of Crys-
tal Wetherby, who poses as wealthy
in order to win Raymond's money-seek-
ing brother. The mutual discovery,
through the ever-helpful Raymond, of
their mistaken estimate of each other's
finances brings an end to this affair.
As Raymond Dabney, Leslie Banks is
;
altogether delightful. There is a charm
and ease about his acting that fits the
part. He tosses off his slightly satiric.
,
ie God TICKET SALE
passive Ba n Spring Informals
oTthe'
Mont ay, Tuesday, Wednesday
March 9, 10. 11
s incompatible. Persecut
the Christians a still gre




The first of this year's student re-
citals took place last Friday afternoon
in Billings Hall. The program com-







based on faith and
Some of the mysti-
etained in monas-:al element
ticism which soon, however, became an
and a concerto for two pianos. institution.
The highlight of the program was,
j
A new conception of the Kingdom of
without a doubt. Ruth Berman's play- \ God "suited in the beginning of the
tag of the piano part of the second I sixth century. Saint Augustine, the
and third movements of Mendelssohn's ' great fiBure of western Christianity,
Concerto in G minor. Miss Berman rePlesents the transition period The
showed herself thoroughly capable of fourth and fl"h centuries witnessed
handling these two movements, whose I lhree Politlcal struggles, that of the old
technical requirements are great. With
I
pagan reliSlons with Christianity, the
it sureness of attack with power when i l^'bccss in which Christianity was
it was called for, with delicacy when ' transformed internally, and the disin-
"ccessary. Miss Berman played the Con- ; tegration of the Wester
eerto brilliantly, feelingly, and stirring- ' plre '
ly. which is something of an achieve-
;
A new
ment, since this music can easily de- revealed,
generate into nothing more than a of Augus





Brocklebank. of the faculty, played I
piano arrangement of the orchest
// Lool^s LiJ^e Spring -
but we re not poets so we
won't try to produce any
verse—blank or otherwise.
Suffice it to say that we
have joyful jonquils, glis-
tening tulips, fragrant free-
sias, popping pussy willows
—and lots of other spring







shown by the con
Christian conscic
a effort to reach
ine. The City of
Other piano solos v
Romance in F sharp, played by Marion
Beury, whose pedaling is particularly
commendable; Chopin's Polonaise in C
minor. Op. 40. No. 2, played by Mary
Louise Pox; Debussy's Prelude in G.
Played by Elsie Finkelstein; and Mac-
Dowell's Polonaise, capably played by
Mary Hoffman.
Mary Heiss played Bach's O Mensch.
bemein' del* sunde gross. This diffl-
the sack of Rome by the Goths in 410,
which effected a new religious struggle,
Christianity being deeply upset.
The City 0/ God may be divided into
three sections. The first five books con-
;
tain a defense of Christianity; the next
five are historical and philosophical,
and the last twelve give a history of!
mankind in the light of Christianity.






the earthly is neither polit-
ical nor geographical. The two cities
are to be taken in the mystic sense.
All men belong to one or the other, but
the separation is spiritual. Augustine's
City of God is identical with Christ's
Kingdom of Heaven.
Under sunn y skies . in air soft vith the
fragra ice of p.nes.
. on the 5 D J. Ross
golf courses (with new grass tees) at Pine-
hurst, N. C .! Ape c of sport ar d good





ments otna lonal iniportance. Hospitality
.. .sun it rooms... ir the exclusive Carolina
Hotel
. . where trie ndly society gathers
for pleasur
Krasunable Rates
. Fo reservations or illustrated












Evenings at 7:30, Matinees on
Mon., Wed., and Sat. at J?,0
rVT-TTTTTTTTTTYT T TT TTVT'
"The Right to Love"
Warner Baxter in
"Renegades"
An Aesop's Fable Fox News
Week of March 9
Maureen O'Sullivan in
















A new member of the
sporting polo family!






a coat : . . undeniably
swanky with raglan
shoulders and buckled
belt ! The right length,
the right weight and





sixteen other books, among them
All in a Day. which was a best-seller
in America, is an extraordinarily suc-
Following in the honorable tradi-
tion of Samuel Butler and Somerset
Maugham, to mention only two of his
predecessors, Mr. Armstrong has at-
tempted to delineate with fidelity the
childhood, adolescence, and young man-
hood of a sensitive male. It is, how-
ever, only in reference to his subject
matter that one feels tempted to com-
pare his book with The Way of All
Flesh or Of Human Bondage; Mr. Arm-
strong's method is not borrowed from
any one recallable at the instant. And
yet it must not be supposed that hi
has essayed here any stylistic inno^
FIVE-YEAR PLAN IS
ESTIMATED TO DATE
When the Soviet Govt'inmcnt. in
five-year plan of national development,
it embarked upon one of the most in-
teresting economic experiments of re-
B every phase
of the daily life and needs of Russia's
sixty million people
ment is a point which Communist <
ators are glad to emphasize and
contrast with the present situation




also been known to reduce unemploy-
ment appreciably under two conditions,
both of which exist in Russia. These
are an intensive building boom and an
molded by this decisioi
has proved a dynamic agency fo
ly changing the conditions of
the Soviet union. In a ecent issue, the I





New Republic states that a miraculous spread employmcnt over wlder st
jmic hardships is| tne populatlon
Standard of Living Falls
The Five-Year Plan has ushered hi
i new phase of the Revolution. Life
las become more bleak, more concen-
rated and more fanatical under the
nfluence of a ruthless age of steel.
There is a growing emphasis upon
class" rather than esthetic standards
n drama and literature; religion is
nned; economic traitors are
hounded by pursuers. In short, the
Five-Year Plan is an economic inno-
vation which both inspires and terri-
fies the onlooker as he sees Russia in
the 1 age i
the end of
TheDecember 31, 1932; on the other hand,
ui intimation of the success of planned
exploitation and development of the
j
severe
is likely. ! living
rules, but by 1
the author has turned
ably distinguished volt]
a very great one.
Adrian Glynde. the h





The excellence i ! book is
the talk we have imagined for the
Olympian tongues of English writer-
men, this converse effects a graceful
combination of irony, humor, reflection,
and wit. Almost half the characters
own to some extent a lingual facility
and charm which holds
reader in a happy expectation
>us item on me nega-
Five-Year Plan is the
in the standard of
ince 1928. This is apparent not
Whether the rapid change evoked hasl ln the decline of money wages, but in
been for the better or for the worse
|
the diminution of food stuffs and man-
depends largely upon the standards one | lectured goods which in most coun-
employs for judgment. In drawing up tries monev ean buy. Rationing of food,
a balance sheet of the Five-Year Plan i almost unknown before 1928, has ex-
from the Soviet point of view the main I 'ended to a wider and wider circle of
favorable items have been listea in the arttoles. until <*>dzy it includes al-
following order of relative importance' most a11 the important articles of diet.
(1) Extension of the planted acreage
! The suPP'y °f manufactured goods is
and harvesting of improved crops main- : a,s0 far behind demand, and the po-
ly as a result of the widespread intro- i lice sometimes have to be called out
duction of state and collective farm- ' wnen shoes or textiles are suddenly
tag. combined with the mechanization Placed on sale - Such a situation would
of agriculture. (2) Exceeding in most : seem t0 indicate an overemphasis on
branches of industry the high figures stee ' inBot^ kilowatts of electric power,
of quantity output and new construe- and the llke at the expense of supply-
tion prescribed by the Five-Year Plan. ing tne Population with such neces-
13) The elimination of non-political saly commodities as locks, nails, brooms,
unemployment. ! and soaP- °ne of the important con-
Negative Results '
tr 'b"tary fUS*s for the f00d shortage
On the other side of the balance '" 'he naturally rich agricultural re-
sheet the following negative resuIts
g'ons of Soviet Union has been the ex-
:
are listed: (1) Sharp deterioration of
the general standard of living, especial-
of food supply. (2)
enough today to
portation of food products in exchange
for foreign currency in order that for-
eign machinery and equipment might
haracter-
|
Weakening of agriculture through the ZTTLl£7eltTtZ7 nil'





des ruction of l ve-
Mr. m industry to achieve qualitative im- T1*Z^?T^™
ku- '< Piovements corresponding to quantita
his ! tive gains.
to i The improved harves
las-
'
doubtedly one of the )
j
results of the Five-Year Plan, si




of glove silk and swami










Suzanne of Paris i
Exclusive Millinery i
is Showing 2
NEW SPRING HATS I
Which Will Capture }
the Charm of Your Face. 4








Honor also to Mr. Armstrong
he has written his novel in a fine, pel- industrial development
lucid prose style. It has few "purple sucn an important source of
passages," and even these are good, i raw material as agriculture
But for the most part there is a pleas- i outside the sphere of calculation. With
ant shying away from excess; the nar-
'
tne execution of the Five-Year Plan,
rative is carried on by a smooth cur- a reorganization of agriculture was be-
rent, exactly adapted to the scenes, the
j
Sun on a socialist basis. As a first
situations, and the dramatis personae.
j
steP- tne 4 or 5 per cent of the Rus-
The last are by no means unimport- sian peasants who had reached a sta-
ant considerations. Two of the char-
j
fcus comparable to that of the Western
acters—old Oliver Glynde and his European peasant, the so-called kulaks,
daughter Clara—are surpassingly well , were economically ruined by the order
done. They it is who carry the burden of tne Soviet regime. The destruction
of the dialogues; and if ever character of tne most successful individual peas-
was delineated by free, savory, and un- ' ants was a great factor in convincing
intimate conversation, Clara's is. There
;
iar6e masses of the poor and middle
is a certain satisfaction in becoming ! class peasantry that no development
acquainted with these people; they con- ! was possible along the line of private
form to one's own conception of witty ' ownership. This step was followed by
gentlefolk. Old Oliver Glynde. Adrian's
'
tne organization of over 20 per cent of
grandfather, is one of the outstanding
|
tne peasant homesteads into collective
successes of the book; and Adrian him- farms and the simultaneous creation
self, though he must by the laws of his of laree state farms, equipped with
literary genus run the gamut of emo- ! tractors and large agricultural machines
tional experiences, is not without i and eacn averaging two hundred thou-
touches of marked individualtity. The
j
sand acres in size,
whole tone of Mr. Armstrong's seven- Thus, under the new system, groups
teenth volume is a happy one—disil- which may include thousands of peas-
lusion without morbidity, and an ulti- ant families pool their land holdings,
mate assurance that with adolescence working animals and machinery, and
safely by. the rest will be as it was i farm the land together, sharing the
with Oliver—wisdom, grace, and humor. ; profits according to the amount and
H. P. L., '32
j
quality of labor performed. Although
: it is too early to assume that Russia has
STUDENTS ADVmpn ' solved her agTarian P^Mem. the first:
I
step has been successfully negotiated
verification of the predic-OF RADIO AUDITION
Students of college musii
ments and college students generally i
are being informed of the announce-
i
ment by the Atwater Kent Foundation
I
of the forthcoming Fifth National
|
Radio Audition, which offers $25,000 in
cash awards and musical
nd consequent poli-
collapse.
Other Items on Credit Side
The other items on the credit side of
he Five-Year Plan may be discussed I
nore briefly. The growth of general
!
ndustrial output by about 25 per centj
luring the past year indicates a
uue ugbi. yuung men ana women strengthening of the country's pro-
1
singers in the country. It is open to ductive capacity, even though no im- J
anyone between the ages of 18 and 25, mediate effects in relieving the short-
anywhere in the United States. The age of commodities are visible. This
attention of college students has been is partly because the Plan aims to de-
|
called to the fact that the women's first velop first
scholarship was woi





































Out From Dreams and
Theories
The Personnel Bureau moves this
week to its new quarters, 242 Green
Hall- All conferences and business ap-
pointments will henceforth be there.
The University of Pittsburgh trains
each year a group of students for posi-
tions in stores and also in high schools
which offer retail selling courses. The
size of the training group is limited.
To every student accepted for the
course, the University grants a scholar-
ship covering tuition fees. The scholar-
ships are open to persons of experience,
but some recent graduates are also ac-
cepted. The appointments are made
early in the spring, and applications
should, therefore, be made as soon as
possible. Additional information may
be obtained at the Personnel Bureau.
SECRETARIAL CONFERENCES
Mrs. Mary A. Moore, a representative
Ing to Wellesley i
terview students
tarial training after graduation.
those who would like to talk with
Moore should make appointment;
the Personnel Bureau.
Tea-drinkers Win Victory Over Gun-toters
Sophisticated Gestures Replace Wild Rides
Gone are the days when Wellesley Ichabod. oh Ichabod," and so forth.
girls stormed the so-called portals of (See last week's News if you wish to
the Community Playhouse to see Sir go on with this little matter.) Nor do
buckler and the so-called novelties, the Techni-
lyn from the i mntirii.
Ralph the Rover,
buskins, dash to rescue fair Gwendo-
dastardly
ie sheiks, Wellesliana is
galloping across the silver screen, in student body :
immaculate riding
billuwini; m the wind, draw cro 1
Even Six Gun Sam, the Pirate of
Prairies, has lost his appeal. Now is Abraham Lincoln and the
the hey day of the "smoothy." The Big Trail were not popular.
The society drama, the sophisticated
ragi-comedy, even tragedy itself, are
ure fire at the Playhouse these days,
>rovided the star is intelligent and
veil-dressed. Norma Shearer, Con-
itance Bennett, Ruth Chatterton, all
ire to be depended upon for good act-
ng, and usually for stunning clothes
is well. It is an enormous satisfaction,
the line to form on the left at the apparently, to collegiennes to discover
ticket window. The conventional that Connie Bennett in the theatre
hero is passe. George Arliss is very scene wears a dress almost exactly
popular, though his nose departs like so-and-so's prom gown,
decidedly from the Greek tradition, Yet somewhere in the souls who
while Cyril Maude's Grumpy was prefer seeing roulette on the Riviera
very successful though the central to passion in the North Woods there
figure was not of heroic proportions, is a vein of naivete that made Tom
As for the comics—well, they are a Sawyer a hit, and a bit of the credu-
simply beyond the pale these days, lous that made the thriller Temple
No throng turned out to see Harold Towers a most profitable
Lloyd, idol of younger days—"The the way they roar at Mickey the
days that were, The days that were, Mouse is a caui
girls for deeds of valor, burning sands,
and Romance in "them thai* hills"
has been supplanted by a taste for
the elevated eyebrow, the significant
gesture, the subtle inflection. Thus
it is Robert Montgomery, Basil Rath-
bone, Adolphe Menjou, Ronald Col-








R, H. Macy is sending
tatives to Wellesley
interested in the Macy training plan.l
They will hold conferences with seniors
intending to enter department store
|
work after graduation and with juniors I
who would like summer work at Macy's.
]
At 4:40 on Monday, March 9th, in.
Room 124 Pounders Hall, Miss Wilma
j
Shannon of the Training Department
will give a general talk on department
store work. To this, members of all
classes are cordially invited. Miss
j
Shannon will speak of the qualifications
she will outline the Macy training plan.
Girls who wish for individual con-
ferences with Miss Shannon should see





{Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
society and Bernard Fagan of the Pa-
role Commission. It is a month full of
adventure, when one comes into con-
tact with a life never felt before.
For anyone who likes social service
work and who might wish at some time
to follow this profession this is an ex-
cellent opportunity to see it as a whole.
For fourteen years Junior Month has
Lonaley
July
esting work and play. It is worth a
trip to Europe.
Anyone who is interested is asked
sign the list on the Junior class board
and is cordially invited to a tea
given on March 12. See the bu
board for further notice.
j U2/ashington
fExclusively 1 )
I for Womenf )
29 East 29th St.
30 East 30th St.
NEW YORK CITY \
THE Ideal Residence for Those )
Coming to Town for Shop- \
ping, the Themes or to Enjoy )
the Many Cultural Advantages )
Offered in New York. <
DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER \
Rooms with Running Water \
)
( Rooms with Private Bath )
( For One — $2.50








Grove and Washington Streets
Wellesley, Mass.
Telephone Wellesley 1975





At 4:30 on Wednesday
Miss Jane Kennelly of the
and Harvard Business Schools spoke at
:
Shakespeare on Library Work.
After emphasizing the value of li-
brary training as the preliminary to al-
most any field of activity, Miss
Kennelly went on to enumerate the
various phases of this work. There are i
the departments in large cities where
|
foreign children come; there are entire
libraries in foreign languages, such as
j
Spanish, where the work would be fas-
|
cinating to anyone particularly pro-
!
ncient in that tongue; others contain-
j
ing nothing but art references. A.
position in the library of a small town
would entail more responsibility, and
j
the comparative size would be com- i
pensated for by the more distinct sense
of the co-ordination of the various
parts. There are the picturesque book-
;
wagons of the southwestern states, or |
work in some of the large hospitals
which have a library connected with
Civil Service,
|
°r by municipal reference rooms.
Practically any line of study in which
one has specialized can be utilized in
j
library work, Miss Kennelly illustrated.
A knowledge of science is particularly
valuable, since few applicants possess
lt
- Psychology and Education are sub-
jects which bear more specifically on
The best method of training for the
year course, then work for awhile, and
discover what particular branch one
wishes to specialize in before resuming
study.
Plaids., of course!
but would you expect
to find them in
•Gingham
Pajamas
UCH gay, youthful gar-
ments for lounging or
sleeping! The wide "trous"
have godet inserts and are
slit as are the skirts in the
new evening gowns. In







is in the air— on the campus— and in th
Wellesley Shop of Thayer McNeil! Her
are hut three harbingers of the
Each is a -. exception
priarefu
S
twisted bow trimming of light blue kid. Also
in brown or black. J I :.co. B. No. 2:6j-A.
Prince of Wales tie of natural elkskin with
crepesole.59. C. No. 2963- A. Moccasin type
sport shoe of natural and dark brown or nat-
ural and light brown elkskin. Crepe sole. £9.
ie and most appro-
now ara latir. J. No. 5044.
little pump of navy blue k'd with I
WELLESLET COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR Towider interest, the Academy invited
|
colleges all over the country to be-
1
1 come members of the General Advisory
Committee and to send in votes. Last i
j
year Wellesley participated in the cam- I
paign. Members of the Department of I
. Reading and Speaking "listened in" I
to the American Academy of Arts and
Letters on blanks provided for the pur-
' pose. The department has been asked
j
to serve on the Advisory Committee
again, and they have been requested]
to give publicity to the following an-
j
"Hamlin Garland as chairman of its
Committee for Good Diction on the
' radio of the American Academy of
Arts and Letters, has announced that
the radio medal award for 1931 will not.
be made until the annual meeting of I
the Academy this November. Hereto-
fore the winner of the medal for good]
The members of the corresponding
ivisory committee of the Radio Die-
an Committee, which consists of near-
one hundred distinguished univer-
ly specialists in spoken and written
lglish, are now forming local groups
e members may have the benefit of
U VI | :.'SI ~.\
"The Academy Committee for Good
Diction on the Radio consists of the
following members of the Academy:
Hamlin Garland, chairman; Professor 1
George Pierce Baker; Dr. John H. Fin-
ley; Professor Bliss Perry; and Augus-
tus Thomas.
"Milton J. Cross won the first radio i
diction award in 1929 and Alwyn Bach
MISS BROWN WRITKS
ON CHICAGO PRINTING




upon it. and, in 1927. finished it in the
form of a Ph.D. thesis at the University
of Chicago, where she did graduate
work. Since then she has brought it
down to date for publication as one of
a series of studies published by the
Social Science Research Committee of
the University of Chicago. Miss
Brown's subject is an unusual one.
that employers also
5 and organizations is
/ell known. As far '
back as 1887 commercial printers




of the city of Chicago
ImiKl material lrom pi'in
whose shops had been burned in the
Great Chicago Fire. She read the
minute books of the Typographical
Union from 1871, the year of the fire,
up to the present time. She read con-
temporary Trade Journals and Union
elaborately planned .setting for
tary meditation. Pope said "In
fountains; "ha-has." concealed ft
at which one involuntarily excia
on coming upon them unexpect
were favored instead of bound





cago. Two of j
famous fire, one
there was a deliberate attempt, to arouse
sentiment by means of suggestive!
scenery. In following the dictates of
Nature it was found appropriate to
ficial ruins as a culminating
I a vista. At the same time la
provided themselves with prai
cuse for their picturesque
gances by using their ruins
sheds and ice-houses,
which
beings. Her study of the organizs n
of employers of the Book and Job!
Printing Industry of Chicago and their
COLLEGE TO JUDGE
RADIO ANNOUNCERS
The Department of Reading and
Speaking sends in the following notice:
For the past two years the American
Academy of Arts and Letters has of-
fered a prize for the be;
as judged on voice quality,
numbly adapted to such a mood.
By the end of the century enthu-
1
siasm had begun to wane. Horace Wal-
pole wrote of a pastoral celebration a I.
Stowe in 1770 that he, at least, had,
begun to weary of the "pretty play."
The nineteenth century, however,
showed the influence of this romantic
heritage in its great school of land-
scape painters—Turner, Gainsborough, i
Wilson—and in its poets—Wordsworth,'
Coleridge, Keats.
MARCH
SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9([0 11 12) 13 14
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Exhibit of fashions for every one
of the Wellesley spring excitements
AT WELLESLEY INN




spring! First spring vacation with a
round of festivities at home or visiting
someone else. Then back to college
with the spring prom scheduled for
April 25th and Derby Day, Princeton
May Day house parties and the Amherst
Junior Prom not far off. Wellesley girls
have helped us assemble thrilling new
clothes for these coming excitements at
just the prices you want to pay. Come-
to our exhibit and get ready for spring!
Dresses fir Campus, Afternoon and Evening
Coats and Suits for To-wn and Campus
Hosts of Accessories and New Specialties
